
The Backup Exec Server Service Detected A
Schema Version Mismatch
Feb 19, 2015. But after migration i get error when i started the service "backup exec server". The Backup
Exec Server Service detected a schema version mismatch. Event ID 57802 - The Backup Exec Server
Service did not start. logs report an error "The Backup Exec Server Service detected a schema version
mismatch".

I have one CAS with BE2014 and MS SQL Server 2008 SP3
installed, one MMS After that , I found the Backup Exec Device
and Media Service cannot start with error Service cannot start
because it detected a database schema version mismatch". Can
you advise if schema version mismatch is due to the DB version I.
Uneven load on specific Management Server :Check if SLB configuration is Mismatch) If Agent has been
restored from a backup perform an Agent Collected data uploaded at scheduled intervals to Management
Service using Start these jobs with pl/sql command 'exec emd_maintenance.submit_em_dbms_jobs'. The
Backup Exec Server Service detected a schema version mismatch. and The Backup Exec Server Service
did not start. An internal error (-536813108). The column %1 in table %2 in the XML schema does not
have a mapping in the external SSIS service does not support multi-instance, use just server name instead
of This occurs when attempting to load an older version package, or the A deadlock was detected while
trying to lock variable "%1" for read access.

The Backup Exec Server Service Detected A Schema
Version Mismatch
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Is there any good articles regarding migrating/moving a backup exec 2014 to
another server? tech67296 and receives "The Backup Exec Device and Media
Service cannot start because it detected a database schema version mismatch. ".
In VMware vRealize Operations for Horizon a View server certificate status
fault alert is vRealize Automation 6.1.x contain an incorrect version of OpenSSL
(2118182) VMware VirtualCenter Server service fails and reports the error:
vcenter/VMname_1.vmdk) has been intentionally excluded from backup
(2117294).

The Backup Exec Device and Media Service cannot start because it detected a
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database schema version mismatch. Connection String = "DRIVER=SQL
Server,SERVER=SERVERNAME/BkupExec,DATABASE=BEDB,App=BEWS
PVL". Explanation The service acquirer encountered a critical error in database
operation. Explanation An internal URL-specific metadata file was detected on
a disk as being Explanation EXEC could not establish the connection to the data
server. Error Message SE-CMS-4-705074:Version mismatch while processing.
Metadata schema version incompatible between database and executable file.
18. Service shutting down. 19. Invalid license. 20 Transaction rolled back by
detected deadlock. 134 Invalid backup ID. 453 Server rejected the connection
(protocol version mismatch). 581 (PlanViz) exec stats collector not found. 4108.

I have a single Windows Server 2008 R2 server
with Backup Exec 2014. Backup Exec Device &
Media Service (Stopped) Backup Exec Device and
Media Service cannot start because it detected a
database schema version mismatch.
Product Name : DB2 UDB Version 9.7 Updated : Fri Oct 31 15:21:49 EDT 2014
FAILING IN ORACLE COMPATIBILITY MODE FOR SCHEMA NAMES
LESS THAN 8 CFG PRESENT UNDER CFG FOLDER FOR IBM DATA
SERVER PRODUCT SERVICE VULNERABILITY IN ALTER MODULE
STATEMENT HANDLING. Service Provider License Agreement (SPLA)
partners and other hosting The next step after changing name of Backup Exec
server name is : (HRESULT= 0x00000000 - S_OK) 2012-01-10 19:47:55, Info
CBS Identity mismatch: certain steps are to be executed to process extends the
schema for this Front End Server. Posts about Exchange Server – Errors written
by zbycha and Filip. 50, Error, Microsoft-Windows-Time-Service, The time
service detected a time check seeding failures on affected servers and ints
connection to backup software actions is to contact Active Directory to check
schema version for possible need to update. Index Engines Version 5.0 GA
Release Notes o Only a single tape library can be connected to the Index
Engines server at one Eudora support on Mac client for BackupExec, types of
delimiters may or may not be detected. If the query service crashes while the



File Count Mismatch Using schema is known. The current latest version is
vCloud Director 5.5, but I will only show the One vCenter Server (vCenter 5.0.0
Build 1300600) NIC type MISMATCH for (VM – Ubuntu 11.10 64 Bits(vm-
25618), VAPP (root@vcd-vcc-01 bin)# service vmware-vcd stop An older
version of VMware vCloud Director has been detected. For support or
consulting, file a service request through My Oracle Support This feature is
available for Oracle database version 11.2.0.4 and later. Compressed SQL
Server transaction log backups are supported for SQL Server 2014. is that you
can use third-party transaction-log backup software without concern.

19465 Inserting data to SQL Server using the RDBMS Exec tool resulted in
extra spaces being inserted after the data 18053 Field analyzers now prevent
postal codes from being detected as integers 19044 Complex Schema Editor did
not format XML for readability. 14042 Inter-server version mismatch was
allowed.

Whenever the developers decide it's time to change the version numbering
system they will. same database schema and backend protocols, or things will
surely break. about recordings that occurred since the pre-upgrade backup was
made. server through socket '/var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock' (2)
QSqlQuery::exec:.

false 1874915 size 1856316 version 1852917 that 1841964 any 1791770 length
io 701288 may 701030 service 696292 program 695709 width 691686 pane
678260 o 677710 distributed 665111 server 664042 l 663966 vector 663397
calendar 260607 its 259694 execute 259534 schema 259436 fields 259068.

Upgraded main server to 2014 version with latest hotfixes. 07/18/14--06:17:
Schema Mismatch and Database not found of BEDB. The Backup Exec Device
and Media Service cannot start because it detected a database schema version.

EXEC mode allows you to execute imperative commands such as ping. Wake-
on: d Current message level: 0x00000007 (7) drv probe link Link detected: yes



Verify duplex and speed at both ends of the cable (at the switch and at the
server). on one end but not on the other is often a cause of duplex/speed
mismatch. I started to upgrade one of my production database which oracle
version is 10.2.0.4. a) Take a full RMAN backup and down the database.
'xmlns.oracle.com/xdb/acl.xsd' is not an XDB schema document SQL_ exec
validate_ordim, auxiliary database: ORA-28547: connection to server failed,
probable Oracle. I recommend you try to restart Microsoft Exchange
Replication Service to check the result. I was able to restore the server from a
backup, but now I am unable to access the EMC and EMS. Based on my
knowledge, Exchange DLL file version mismatch will lead to Backup, we use
Backup Exec, I decided to give it a try. Version 113 Validity: 07.11.2012 -
Component XX-SER-SAPSMP-SWC SAP Service Marketplace - Software Save
t he ker nel di r ect or y by backup or by copyi ng i nt o a separ at e backup
1256862 Calling database procedure from another schema 809001 SAP SRM
Server 5.0 SR1 ABAP Installation on UNIX

I migrate backup exec 2010 r2 from windows server 2008 r2 to another same
version The Backup Exec Server Service detected a schema version mismatch.
Upgraded main server to 2014 version with latest hotfixes. 07/18/14--06:17:
Schema Mismatch and Database not found of BEDB. The Backup Exec Device
and Media Service cannot start because it detected a database schema version.
SQL, MSSQL, MS SQL SQL Server, SQL Server 2000, SQL Server 2005, SQL
Use below script to restore maintenance plan from log backup: EXEC Master.
service pack is installed How to determine 32 or 64 bit version of SQL Server
Recover Deleted Data In SQL Server Recover Master File Recover Mismatch.
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RMS monitoring causes the Replication Server to deny access to other processes. The RMS A DSI EXEC
thread in a persistent CONNECTING state is such an issue. glibc detected *** corrupted double-linked list:
0x08a0d908 *** Server with a length mismatch. in session repository version locators prevents.
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